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Introduction

EACH SUMMER, a preseason friendly football match takes 
place in the outskirts of Sheffield in Northern England  
Here, Sheffield FC and nearby Hallam FC contest the 
‘Rules derby’  It is the world’s oldest football rivalry, played 
by the world’s oldest surviving Association rules football 
clubs  When the players of this fixture first took to the 
field on Boxing Day 1860, the two clubs were following 
the ‘Sheffield Rules’  The Football Association (FA) rules 
– the basis for the modern game – were still nearly three 
years away from agreement  All ‘football’ in the mid-19th 
century was played under myriad codes, most famously those 
devised on the playing fields of Eton, Harrow, Cambridge, 
Charterhouse and Rugby  In August 2017, I made my way 
up to the outskirts of Sheffield to take in the 157th year of 
this fixture armed only with the kernel of an idea for a story 
on the world’s football pioneers  I was joined by around 500 
other people who understood fully the significance of this 
clash between these two historic clubs  Both clubs now reside 
in the lower echelons of the English non-league tier system 

Origin Stories: The Pioneers Who Took Football to 
the World tells the history of the first Association rules 
football clubs, organisations and tournaments in the major 
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England

IN THE summer of 2011, an archive went under the 
hammer at the auctioneer, Sotheby’s  It was bought by 
an anonymous telephone bidder for the sum of £881,250, 
and its sale achieved global media attention  The archive 
included what is believed to be the world’s first football rule 
book, dating from October 1858  The vendor was Sheffield 
Football Club, which is recognised by football’s governing 
body FIFA as the world’s first football club  The ‘Sheffield 
Rules’ were drafted in Sheffield FC’s minute book five 
years before the foundation of the Football Association in 
London in 1863, and contain the first recorded mentions 
of the centre kick, the goal kick, free kicks, corners and 
throw-ins  The first handwritten document contains 
crossings out, where the rules were adapted over time 
and published in print a year later, of which there is just 
one known surviving copy in the world  The archive also 
included early match reports, the very earliest examples of 
football journalism  Sotheby’s described the collection as 
entirely unique 1 One rule demanded players bring both 
a red and a dark-blue flannel cap to distinguish between 
the teams on the pitch  This is the world’s first mention 
of a football kit  
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The Sheffield Rules collection takes us right back to a 
time in the middle of the 19th century when football’s code 
was inconsistent and varied across the country, chiefly from 
public school to public school  Here, the future leaders of 
the British Empire were honed for leadership on the playing 
field  By the time the schoolboys of Eton and Rugby moved 
on to meet at university in Oxford or Cambridge and wanted 
to continue playing, they had all become accustomed to 
different rules  At the Rugby School, they favoured picking 
up the ball and running with it rather than the rough and 
tumble kicking game preferred at Charterhouse, Eton and 
Harrow schools  At Cambridge in 1848, students pinned the 
rules of their university’s football game to the trees around 
Parker’s Piece, the field in which they played  This may have 
been the first attempt to publish footballing codes 

‘Football was what you wanted to make of it, there 
was no codification or regulation,’ football historian Andy 
Mitchell tells me  ‘It was basically the fact that you had 
people – almost exclusively men – kicking a ball about, 
sometimes carrying it, with different codes of how to score 
a goal  All these different games came together, and you 
ended up with a codification of the game in 1863 to create 
Association football, which was a way of combining the 
different rules to create a common match that everyone can 
understand ’ It was the round-ball game that was to evolve 
into Association football, or ‘soccer’, as the England and 
Corinthian FC player Charles Wreford Brown would later 
call it  This was an abbreviation of the word ‘Association’, 
much as ‘rugger’ familiarises rugby  The word ‘soccer’ is not, 
as it is often thought, a recent Americanisation; it’s a very 
English word from a very English source 

Kicking games were not the exclusive reserve of the 
public schools  Folk football had been a tradition throughout 
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Britain for centuries  I attended an Easter folk football match 
in Chiddingstone, Kent, to get a sense of how it might 
have looked in the past  Here, two teams of more than a 
hundred keen participants of all ages aimed to transport 
a ball across farmland and woodland to score a ‘goal’ at 
two pubs situated one mile (1 6km) apart  These ancient 
folk games would provide a diversion for Britain’s workers 
but also often resulted in injuries and even death  They 
sometimes prompted fines and even royal banning orders 

But the popularity of a kicking game could not be 
denied  At this time in the mid-19th century, when the 
primary summer sport in England was cricket, people 
wanted a pursuit to keep themselves active over the long, 
cold winter  Football’s time had come 

Sheffield FC: the world’s first football club
The Sheffield Football Club was formed on 24 October 1857 
by William Prest – a wine merchant and captain of Yorkshire 
at cricket – and solicitor Nathaniel Creswick  Prest and 
Creswick were cricketers themselves and would have been 
involved in ball games already  To create the Sheffield Rules, 
Prest and Creswick drew on football codes already being 
deployed by various universities to put together a set of laws, 
which is why Sheffield FC is regarded as the world’s first 
football club and the universities are not  ‘We formed the 
first specific organisation with the sole intention of playing 
football,’ Sheffield FC’s chairman, Richard Tims, explains  
‘We’re not a school, we’re not a village, we’re not a university, 
we are a football club ’ Creswick and Prest’s Sheffield Rules 
banned almost all use of hands, setting a clear distinction 
from the Rugby code  The original Sheffield Rules allowed 
a bouncing ball to be stopped by hand, but not a rolling ball  
The Sheffield FC rule book published in 1859 also defined 
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fouls, introduced the corner kick, throw-in and free kick, 
and the crossbar  The club continued to use its rule book 
up until 1877 

In the early days of football, teams often adopted the 
home side’s rules when playing, or split them as a compromise, 
using one side’s rules in the first half and the other’s in the 
second  This inconsistency often led to confusion, such as 
when Sheffield FC played a London XI in the early years 
and the height of the bar had to be reduced at half-time as 
Sheffield’s was nine feet high and London’s eight  Sheffield 
FC evolved its rules over the years and appears to have taken 
a flexible approach to them, such as allowing the weaker 
team to field additional players  While the Sheffield Rules 
advocated 11 versus 11, in one game Sheffield FC fielded 12 
men against Norton’s 18  There was even a 20-a-side game 
against Sheffield Barracks where Creswick had complained 
that the opposition fielded 38 players! Football was, in short, 
pretty anarchic in its early years  Driven by goalless or low-
scoring games, later amendments to the Sheffield Rules in 
1862 included the addition of scoring a ‘rouge’  A rouge was 
scored if an attacking player touched the ball after it had 
crossed the ‘rouge line’, much like a ‘try’ in the Rugby code, 
although the concept originated from Eton’s rules  Goals 
outweighed rouges, but if scores were level, the number of 
rouges could decide the game  The ‘rouge’ did not last in 
the Sheffield Rules into the 1870s, however 

As the men of Sheffield FC did not have anyone outside 
the club to play from its foundation in October 1857 until 
the creation of the Hallam Football Club three years later, 
who did they play against? It’s a question club chairman 
Richard Tims is asked all across the world  ‘For three years 
we didn’t have any opposition, hence our nickname of “the 
club”,’ Tims says  ‘We played amongst ourselves – married 
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men versus unmarried men, letters of the alphabet and so 
on, until we convinced another local cricket club, Hallam, 
to form a football club ’ Nearby Hallam FC sprung out 
from the town’s cricket club in 1860, providing the men of 
Sheffield FC with a rival  A notice appeared in the Sheffield 
Independent on Saturday, 22 December 1860 announcing 
a 16-a-side match at Sandygate Cricket Ground on 26 
December – Boxing Day – between Sheffield FC and the 
Hallam and Stumperlowe Club 2 Subsequent advertisements 
in local press advertise the time as one o’clock, with an 
omnibus for spectators leaving the Angel Hotel at noon  
Despite the rules, it was still a rough and tumble affair, 
with Sheffield FC founder and captain Creswick receiving 
a punch to the nose  

A match report from the Sheffield Daily Telegraph 
published on Friday, 28 December 1860 must surely be the 
first such post-match report in history  It records a large 
number of spectators, many of whom were ‘extremely liberal 
with their plaudits’ when physical contact occurred, while 
‘equally unsparing’ when players slipped in the snowy 
conditions 3 The game was conducted in a good temper and, 
despite inferior numbers, Sheffield FC, decked in scarlet and 
white, won 2-0  While Sheffield FC has moved grounds 
since its foundation, Hallam FC still plays at Sandygate 
Road  The stadium is recognised in the Guinness Book of 
World Records as the oldest dedicated football ground in 
the world 4

Early photos of Sheffield FC are grainy black and white 
shots  Stern-faced men – many of whom are bearded – are 
pictured wearing buttoned shirts and trousers, long socks 
and sturdy boots  These must be among the first football 
team photos in history, but little did this set of players know 
it – or what would follow 
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The foundation of the Football Association
Fans of the art deco architectural style will love the white 
behemoth of the Freemasons’ Hall off London’s Kingsway 
thoroughfare  On a clear day, it gleams brilliant white in the 
morning sun while its clean, straight lines cast neat shadows  
Next door on the Great Queen Street wall hangs a plaque 
that reads: The Football Association was formed on the proposal 
of Ebenezer Cobb Morley at the Freemasons’ Tavern, which 
stood on this site. The modern game of football was born on 
this day. 26 October 1863. Through the lens of the modern 
global game, it’s hard to remember there was a time when 
football was a novelty  In the late 1850s going into the 
1860s, the public schools still had their own football codes  
Sheffield also had its rules and in London a nascent gaggle 
of clubs was emerging that would form the year zero of the 
modern game 

Ebenezer Cobb Morley was a solicitor from Hull  The 
son of a minister, he had formed the Barnes Football Club in 
1862  Although he had not gone through the public-school 
system himself, many of the Barnes FC players had, and 
they brought with them their own interpretations of how 
the game should be played  Morley wanted to standardise 
the rules, so sent an advert out to the sporting press of 
the day advertising a meeting at the Freemasons’ Tavern 
in Queen Street, Lincoln’s Inn, London  Captains of all 
football clubs were invited to attend and work to agree a 
general code for the rules of football 5 Representatives of 12 
clubs from London and its surrounds attended: Morley’s 
own Barnes FC, Blackheath, Blackheath Proprietary School, 
Charterhouse School, War Office (now Civil Service FC), 
Crusaders, Crystal Palace*, Kensington School, No Names 
Club (Kilburn), Perceval House (also from Blackheath), 
Surbiton FC and the Forest Club of Leytonstone  The Forest 
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Club was run by the Alcock brothers, Charles (C W ) and 
John, who would go on to play influential roles in the game’s 
early development  

The resolution was that a football association should 
be formed to set an agreed, uniform code for football  Six 
meetings took place between 26 October and 8 December 
1863  The Association was founded at the first meeting, 
with the journalist Arthur Pember of the No Names Club 
from Kilburn appointed president  The Association failed to 
galvanise interest from many of the leading public schools  
While Charterhouse School attended the first meeting, it 
declined to join the Association  Even without the public 
schools and their potential to quibble over rules, the Football 
Association committee found consensus hard  The key 
issues at stake when putting together the Association’s laws 
were the pitch dimensions and outline, starting the game, 
offside rules, physical contact and handling  Those rules 
were thrashed out over the second and third meetings  This 
would be a blend of handling and dribbling 6 The sticking 
point was whether or not hacking – kicking an opponent 
on the leg – would be permitted  It was agreed that hacking 
would not be permitted, and the laws were approved at the 
sixth meeting  

By this time, Blackheath FC – which favoured the 
Rugby School code – Perceval House and Crusaders had 
left  They were replaced before the end of 1863 by Royal 
Engineers, Forest School, Uppingham School and, notably, 
Sheffield FC  Blackheath had insisted on a clause allowing 
a player who had made a fair catch to run towards his 
opponents’ goal, and also wanted provision for hacking 
and tripping 7 The motion was voted down by 13 to four  
Blackheath has the distinction of being a founder member 
of both the Football Association and the Rugby Football 
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Union (RFU) in 1871, along with Civil Service  Of those 
dozen clubs that attended the very first meeting to form the 
Football Association, only Civil Service FC still survives, 
although the Alcock brothers’ Forest Club, later renamed 
Wanderers, has been revived by enthusiasts in recent years 

*  The first Crystal Palace, founded 1861, played its inaugural 
match against the Alcocks’ Forest FC on 15 March 1862  The 
club reached the semi-finals of the first FA Cup ten years later  The 
club then appears not to have played football between 1875 and 
1895  A new company was set up and the current Crystal Palace 
FC was established in 1905  In 2020, a historian claimed a link 
between the two entities exists, which would make the club the 
world’s oldest professional football club,8 although several football 
historians dispute the claim 

The Football Association rule book
What emerged from the meetings was a set of laws that very 
much echoed the Cambridge Rules of 1848  The 13 rules 
published by John Lillywhite cost a shilling and sixpence, 
and the first rule marks out the size of the playing area – a 
maximum of 200 yards long and 100 yards wide – and goal 
size (eight yards wide)  There was no crossbar or net at this 
point  The rules outlawed pushing and hacking, covered 
early throw-ins and teams changed ends after a goal was 
scored  Players could catch the ball, but not pick up, carry 
or throw it to a team-mate  And gutta-percha was banned 9 
Gutta-percha is a form of latex used in the Victorian era 
for insulating telegraph cables  However, the references 
to nails and iron plates hint at the aggressive nature of 
football at that time  The first match to be played using the 
FA’s new rules took place at Limes Field in Barnes on 19 
December 1863, where Morley’s home side drew 0-0 with 
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Richmond  While the Football Association had influence 
within London, its activity and wider reach appears to 
have been limited 10 There was not a single entry in the FA 
minute book between 28 October 1864 and 22 February 
1866 11 Meanwhile, further north, Sheffield’s rules were in 
use in its locale, where a growing number of football clubs 
were founded  In nearby Nottingham, the Notts County 
Football Club was also formed in 1862, playing its own 
defined rules  Nottingham Forest followed three years later 
in its ‘Garibaldi red’ shirts, a tribute to the hero of the recent 
unification of Italy 

At the FA’s 1866 meeting, the offside rule was relaxed 
in response to debate  There could now be three opponents 
between the player and the opposing goal to create a 
more exciting game  A tape was also introduced across 
the goalposts to clearly define the scoring height, an early 
forerunner of today’s crossbar  Touch downs – like Sheffield’s 
‘rouges’ – were also added  At this point, Sheffield FC took 
the initiative, suggesting an Association rules match between 
London and Sheffield at Battersea Park, which took place on 
Saturday, 31 March 1866  The London team won by two 
goals and four touch downs, with Sheffield failing to score  
Charles W  Alcock had a goal disallowed for offside, testing 
the new rules for possibly the first time  The London team 
also featured Morley of Barnes and No Names’ Pember as 
captain  The Sheffield team was led by club secretary W  
Chesterman, who had instigated the match  Reports imply 
that the London team received rough treatment from their 
Yorkshire opponents in earning the win 12 The difference 
in approach may well reflect the more physical game in the 
north  Regardless, there were no hard feelings, and the teams 
decamped to The Albion pub on Russell Street in Covent 
Garden to dine after the match 
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By February 1867, when only a handful of member clubs 
attended the FA meeting, Morley apparently considered 
winding up the Association, despite the growing number of 
football clubs in the London area  But the despondent Morley 
was encouraged by letters from Yorkshire  Here, Sheffield FC 
had become something of a cheerleader for the FA in the 
north, as its only member outside London and its surrounds  
The Sheffield Football Association now included more than a 
thousand members and 14 clubs, and Sheffield FC wanted a 
return match  Without Sheffield’s positivity, the FA may have 
folded there and then, and who knows what direction football 
would have gone in  New laws were introduced designed 
to appeal to the public schools, and Charterhouse signed 
up to the Association in 1868  The founders of Scotland’s 
first football club, Queen’s Park FC, had also written to 
Charles W  Alcock for a set of the Association rules in the 
previous year  We will explore the first internationals between 
England and Scotland in the next chapter  The year 1868 
also saw the launch of the first Football Annual, which was 
an 84-page directory of active football clubs of any code 13 
Again, Lillywhite was the publisher 

How the FA Cup boosted the Association game
For the Association code, 1871 was a pivotal year  On 26 
January, at the instigation of Blackheath, 21 clubs met at 
the Pall Mall Restaurant in London  The meeting, chaired 
by E C  Holmes of the Richmond Club, led to the creation 
of the Rugby Football Union  The split of the two leading 
football codes in England was complete  The following 
month, the Association adopted a proposal from the Upton 
Park club that the goalkeeper be able to handle the ball  
Members also accepted a Sheffield FC innovation, the 
corner kick, to restart the game for the attacking team 
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once the defending side had put the ball out of play behind 
its goal line  But it was a short announcement made by 
Wanderers’ Charles W  Alcock, aged 29 and now secretary 
of the FA, at the offices of The Sportsman newspaper on 
20 July 1871 that truly bolstered the Football Association’s 
influence: ‘That it is desirable that a Challenge Cup should 
be established in connection with the Association for which 
all clubs belonging to the Association should be invited to 
compete ’14 An Old Harrovian like many of his Wanderers 
team, Alcock’s Football Association Challenge Cup was 
based on the Harrow School knockout competition, except 
this one would be open to clubs nationwide  

The first 15 clubs to enter what is the world’s oldest 
surviving football tournament were Barnes, Civil Service, 
(the original) Crystal Palace, Clapham Rovers, Hitchin, 
Maidenhead, Marlow, Queen’s Park from Glasgow – the 
Scottish Football Association was still two years away from 
being founded – Donington Grammar School, Hampstead 
Heathens, Harrow Chequers, Reigate Priory, Royal 
Engineers, Upton Park and Alcock’s own club, Wanderers  It 
was a sketchy start for the FA Cup  All 50 members had been 
invited, with some declining on the basis that a competition 
could lead to unhealthy rivalry 15 Due to distances between 
fixtures, only 12 teams actually ended up playing, with 
Queen’s Park unable to afford to stay in London for a 
replay once it had drawn with Alcock’s Wanderers  The 
first FA Cup became something of a London gentlemen’s 
tournament, but its importance must not be underestimated 
as a genus of what could follow 

The first final was held at the Kennington Oval in 
London – home of Surrey County Cricket Club, where 
Alcock was also secretary – on Saturday, 16 March 1872  
The competition was immediately described by the press 
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as the ‘Blue Riband of Foot-ball’ 16 The strongest team in 
that first FA Cup Final was Wanderers, with Charles W  
Alcock as its captain  Wanderers defeated Royal Engineers 
with a single goal from Morton Betts after 15 minutes  
Once more in a high-profile match, Charles W  Alcock had 
a goal disallowed after his team-mate Charles Wollaston 
handled the ball  Two thousand people had come to see 
the game  When Wanderers took on Oxford University 
in the final of the following year at London’s Lillie Bridge 
ground in Fulham, the crowd had grown to 3,000  By the 
tenth anniversary of the competition in 1882, the cup final 
attendance had doubled to 6,000 as Old Etonians became 
the last of the gentleman amateur sides to win the FA Cup  
Alcock’s FA Cup had given the advantage to the Association 
game over rugby as the predominant winter game  In 1886, 
the football associations of England, Ireland, Scotland and 
Wales came together to create the International Football 
Association Board (IFAB) to oversee the evolution of the 
game’s laws  To this day, IFAB is the guardian of the laws 
of football and they can only be changed by the board, with 
world football’s governing body FIFA sitting alongside the 
four Home Nations associations with 50 per cent voting 
influence  

The game of the people
By now, football was really catching on in the public 
consciousness  Workers had started getting Saturday 
afternoon off work since the 1850s in England and, coupled 
with the growth in the railway network, football was able to 
spread around the country  In keeping with the Victorian 
ethos of personal improvement through physical activity, 
Britain’s factories, mills and foundries were establishing 
football clubs to keep their workers active  The Dial 
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Square club – now known as Arsenal – was formed at an 
armament factory in Woolwich, Kent  Newton Heath – 
now Manchester United – was founded at a railway depot  
Manchester City, Wolverhampton Wanderers and Everton 
came out of churches, while Sheffield Wednesday was formed 
out of the Wednesday Cricket Club, the day of the week that 
the team played  ‘We’ve perhaps forgotten over the course 
of history the original purpose for football clubs, which was 
that they were formed for the benefit of their members so 
that their members could play football,’ Paul Brown, author 
of Savage Enthusiasm, a history of football fandom, informs 
me  ‘Football wasn’t invented as a spectator sport; it was 
invented to be played, not necessarily watched ’ But people 
were coming to watch footballers play  Originally, these 
spectators would be non-playing members of the club who 
would stand around the touchline  However, when clubs 
started playing other clubs, non-players began cheering for 
either side  This was particularly the case for institutions – 
such as the factories, churches or railways – where there was 
a ready-made pocket of support  This interest spread into 
the wider community  The Goal newspaper was launched 
in 1873, and the football fan was born 

Existing narratives, such as rivalries between towns 
and institutions, would now be channelled on the football 
pitch  Brown cites the example of Blackburn versus Burnley, 
two Lancashire mill towns who had a pre-existing rivalry 
in the cotton industry  ‘Football came along at the right 
time  People, particularly working people, were looking for 
something to do with their time,’ Brown adds  ‘For the first 
time, workers in factories had Saturday afternoons free and 
they had a little bit of money in their pocket  Football was 
ideal because it was accessible, it was exciting, and that was 
the basis for the first real growth in popularity ’ Football 
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was being played on parkland and rudimentary grounds, 
except the FA Cup Final and internationals, hosted at 
Kennington Oval, which had been built for cricket in 1845  
The Oval had hosted the Surrey Football Club, founded 
by members of the county’s cricket club in 1849 and the 
first club in England not from a school background to 
publish its own football rules  The club would later fold  
It was not until 1892 that England’s first purpose-built 
football stadium was built at Goodison Park, Liverpool, 
for the Everton Football Club  The ground originally had 
stands on three sides – two uncovered stands that could 
each hold 4,000 spectators, while a main stand contained 
3,000 seats  The FA’s Lord Kinnaird and Frederick Wall 
opened the ground in August 1892, although Everton did 
not play its first game there until 2 September, with a 4-2 
win against Bolton Wanderers 17

Football undergoes social change
During the 1870s and 1880s, the game started to migrate 
away from the gentlemen footballers and public-school old 
boys  In 1872, Charles Clegg from Sheffield was the only 
player selected by the FA to represent England in the first 
‘official’ international against Scotland that had not attended 
a public school  He found himself ignored by the rest of the 
team, both on and off the pitch  The Scots teams, led by 
Queen’s Park, pioneered the passing or ‘combination’ game 
– a style also favoured by English working institution teams, 
like Royal Engineers of the Chatham Dockyard  However, 
the English gentlemen were playing for themselves  On one 
famous occasion, when Sheffield’s Billy Mosforth confronted 
the gentleman player Alfred Lyttelton for not passing during 
an international against Scotland in 1877, Lyttelton replied 
that he was playing for his own pleasure 18
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The gradual changing of the guard was reflected in the 
performances of working-class teams in the first decade of 
the FA Cup, where they were pitted directly against the 
gentleman teams  Nottingham Forest and Blackburn Rovers 
had particularly good cup runs, but it was Rovers’ cross-town 
rival, Blackburn Olympic, that finally overturned the apple 
cart in the 1882/83 season  Blackburn Olympic was founded 
in 1877 and was backed by a Lancastrian iron magnate, Sid 
Yates  Olympic’s players were factory and mill men while 
the team’s player-coach was a publican from Sheffield, Jack 
Hunter  Hunter had skippered England and marshalled 
from the back, bringing an extra man into midfield in order 
to play a more expansive passing game  In the quarter-finals 
of the 1882/83 tournament, Olympic thrashed much-fancied 
Welsh side Ruabon Druids 4-1 at home in front of 8,000 
people  Ahead of the semi-final against Old Carthusians, 
the Charterhouse alumni team, Hunter took the team for a 
week’s training break in Blackpool  Olympic won the match 
4-0  Ahead of the final, Hunter again took the team to the 
coast  These working-class lads would need to be fitter and 
faster than their larger, healthier, upper-class opponents – 
the Old Etonians – if they would have a chance of winning  
The Old Etonians featured early football superstar Arthur 
Kinnaird – later Lord Kinnaird of the FA – in a story retold 
with some dramatic licence in the Netflix series The English 
Game in 2020 

Cup final day arrived on 31 March 1883  A crowd of 
8,000 gathered at the Kennington Oval, where the pitch 
was marked out with flags  Around 300 Lancastrians made 
the long journey south to watch Olympic, their cloth caps 
distinguishing them from the top-hatted Eton support  
Kinnaird won the toss, and the Old Etonians started well, 
taking a first-half lead through Harry Goodhart  Olympic’s 
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dexterous keeper Thomas Hacking was busy throughout, 
according to reports  Olympic clawed their way back into 
the game and their cross-field passing confounded the Old 
Etonians, who lost a man to injury before the Lancastrians 
levelled to take the game into extra time  Early in the extra 
period, Costley netted early for Olympic, whose fitness and 
one-man advantage helped them control play until full time 
was called  Blackburn Olympic had made history and, unlike 
many of their Lancastrian neighbours, counted not a single 
Scot among their XI and included just two Yorkshiremen  
For the first time, the trophy was presented on the field of 
play at the end of the match, by Major Francis Mandarin, 
president of the Football Association  

The Bolton Evening News heralded Olympic for being 
the first to break through the ‘magic circle’ of London-based 
cup winners  ‘Bravo, Olympic, may you long enjoy the great 
name you have so bravely earned,’ the paper adds 19 Alas, 
Olympic had folded by the end of the decade  The club failed 
to attract the support to sustain itself in the Blackburn area, 
where several clubs were active, most notably the increasingly 
powerful Blackburn Rovers, who won the next three editions 
of the FA Cup  Blackburn Olympic’s plight highlights 
another aspect of the game that rose to prominence during 
the 1880s  It caused divisions and, ultimately, drove some 
clubs out of business altogether – professionalism 

The onset of professionalism
By the 1870s, football was a big money spinner  With 
their Saturday afternoons free to do as they pleased, the 
working man and woman chose football increasingly as 
their weekend diversion  Payment of players was outlawed 
by FA Rule 15, the spirit of which was built very much on 
the public-school Victorian ethos of muscular Christianity  
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It was easy enough for the gentlemen footballers with their 
highly paid careers or private incomes to draw on, but the 
working-class players from the mills and factories did not 
enjoy such luxuries  While professionalism was not allowed, 
clubs had got around the rules with ‘expenses’ for players, or 
even job offers to players for them to turn out for a particular 
team  This was the case for Glaswegian docker James Lang 
of Third Lanark, who took a knife-making job in Sheffield 
in order to turn out for The Wednesday club in 1876  In 
Lancashire, Blackburn Rovers, Bolton Wanderers, Preston 
North End and Darwen were enjoying rising gate receipts 
to the point that they were able to attract more of what 
became known as the ‘Scotch Professors’ south, in order 
to bring the attractive Scots passing game  One of these 
early professionals, Fergus Suter, moved from Partick FC 
to Darwen in 1878  His story is also dramatised in the 
Netflix series, The English Game  He moved south along 
with compatriot Jimmy Love to turn out for Darwen before 
an acrimonious move to Blackburn Rovers in 1880, where 
he spent the final nine years of his playing life  In contrast 
to the narrative of The English Game, Suter lost the 1882 FA 
Cup Final with Rovers to Old Etonians before winning three 
consecutive FA Cups with the club between 1884 and 1886 

It was Preston North End’s chairman, William Sudell, 
who was the driving force behind open professionalism  
Sudell became a member of what would become the 
Preston North End Football Club in 1867, aged 16, when 
the establishment was a cricket club  Sudell was something 
of an all-round sportsman, accomplished at swimming, 
cycling, cricket and rugby, and by 1874 he was chairman 
of the club  It was the Rugby code that the club opted to 
play first – albeit briefly – in 1877 but found themselves 
edged out by more established clubs  So, inspired by the 
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other growing Lancashire clubs from neighbouring mill 
towns, Preston North End switched codes  On 5 October 
1878 the club played its first match under FA rules at its 
Deepdale ground  Sudell played in the 1-0 defeat to fellow 
Lancastrians, Eagley  It was not until May 1880 that Preston 
North End officially adopted the Association code in a 
motion that was carried unanimously by members  Despite 
early setbacks – including a 10-0 defeat to Blackburn Rovers 
– enthusiasm for the game was fierce and, with Sudell at the 
helm, Preston North End was ambitious  By 1883, Sudell 
was perfectly comfortable with tempting Scottish players 
south in exchange for jobs  He brought down full-back Nick 
Ross from Heart of Midlothian, Ross’s brother James, as well 
as midfielders George Drummond, David Russell and Jack 
Gordon  Events came to a head during an FA Cup tie with 
Upton Park from East London at Deepdale in 1884  The 
Preston players had even been relaxing at the seaside resort 
of Lytham for the week running up to the match  A protest 
was lodged to the Football Association over the eligibility 
of Preston North End’s players  The FA was finally forced 
to confront professionalism head-on to avoid a split in the 
game  The Lancashire clubs had strong opponents inside the 
FA and their key challenge did not come from the southern 
gentleman amateurs, but from the Midlands and the North  

In January 1885, the Notts Football Association 
had asked delegates from the Birmingham, Derbyshire, 
Staffordshire, Lincolnshire and Hallamshire Associations to 
meet its representative to ‘propose alterations’  20 Influential 
men like Charles Clegg of Sheffield – who we met earlier 
in his England playing days – and Charles Crump of the 
Birmingham FA were opposed to the payment of players  
Some Midlands clubs along with prominent Lancashire 
club Darwen were in favour of payment to players to cover 
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wages lost rather than payment for playing  The opponents 
of professionalism pushed the FA to issue a questionnaire to 
members in 1884 asking for details on their players, including 
any wages, under threat of expulsion on refusal  Recognising 
this existential threat, the Lancashire clubs got together and 
were ready to face the Football Association in London head-
on  They promised not to dignify the questionnaire with a 
response, as well as to pull out of the FA Cup, and even form 
their own professional league  As he had with the creation 
of international football and the FA Challenge Cup, it was 
Charles W  Alcock again who made the breakthrough at 
the Football Association  By 1885, Alcock had sensed the 
way the wind was blowing and proposed the legalisation of 
professionalism based on cricket’s example  Cricket, for some 
time the national sport in that era, had experienced its own 
professionalism debate since the 1770s  

In July 1885, after months of debate, the Football 
Association finally allowed the payment of players  
Footballers would now have the same recognised professional 
status as cricketers, and a potentially seismic divide in the 
game – one that would later split the rugby code – was 
avoided  A year later, the Glaswegian George Ramsay became 
the first professional football manager when he took the 
helm at Aston Villa 21 The argument over professionalism 
in football would appear time and again over the coming 
decades, not least around the participation of teams in the 
amateur Olympic tournaments  

The foundation of the Football League
Popular though the FA Challenge Cup was, one tournament 
and a series of friendlies was not enough to sustain public 
interest in football  Aston Villa director William McGregor, 
another Scot shaping the future of the sport, suggested a 
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league format to provide a regular revenue stream for clubs 
and something to play for  The formation of a Football 
League was discussed initially ahead of the 1888 FA Cup 
Final and agreed over subsequent meetings in Manchester 
and Birmingham  The founding clubs of the Football 
League were McGregor’s Aston Villa, Sudell’s Preston North 
End, Wolverhampton Wanderers, Blackburn Rovers, Bolton 
Wanderers, West Bromwich Albion, Everton, Burnley, Derby 
County, Notts County and Stoke (City)  All these clubs still 
exist but the 12th team – Accrington FC of Lancashire, not 
to be confused with Accrington Stanley – folded in 1896  
Nottingham Forest, The Wednesday and Lancashire’s 
Halliwell Rovers were not admitted as the organisers 
feared there would not be time for additional fixtures in 
the calendar 22 It was Sudell’s Preston North End team that 
dominated the first season of the Football League, winning 
the league and cup double undefeated  The ‘Invincibles’ 
did not even concede a goal in their five-match FA Cup run 
and striker John Goodall netted 21 goals to become the 
Football League’s first-ever top scorer  The Football League 
inspired the formation of other leagues, such as the short-
lived Combination, which featured Blackburn Olympic, 
Port Vale, Northwich Victoria and Newton Heath  The 
Combination failed to complete its first season  In 1889, 
the Northern League was founded, making it the second-
oldest league in the world, featuring clubs in the north-east 
of England, while the Football Alliance was also formed, 
featuring Newton Heath again, Crewe Alexandra, The 
Wednesday and Nottingham Forest  After three seasons, 
the Alliance was absorbed into the Football League as 
Division Two 

So far, the various attempts at league football had been 
centred in the Midlands and the North of England, enabled 
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by the growing railway network and more flexible working 
practices  The South took a few more years to respond, but 
in 1895 the Southern League was formed, featuring some 
familiar names  The first champions were Millwall Athletic 
(now simply Millwall)  The league also featured Tottenham 
Hotspur, Southampton St  Mary’s (now Southampton), 
Luton Town and Queens Park Rangers  

Bramall Lane: the pioneer stadium
The Bramall Lane stadium in Sheffield rises above the 
rows of tight-knit terraced houses in the heart of England’s 
steel city  Home fans and visitors alike may not be aware 
of the significance of the ground despite the profile of its 
home side, Sheffield United  Bramall Lane, along with 
the Kennington Oval in London, are the only arenas in 
England to have hosted both Test match cricket and the 
FA Cup Final  The ground, easily accessible on foot from 
the city centre, was where Messrs Creswick and Prest had 
met to discuss forming Sheffield FC back in the 1850s  The 
cricket ground had opened in 1855, with the first football 
match being played at the ground on 29 December 1862 
between Creswick and Prest’s Sheffield and cross-town rivals 
Hallam  The game ended goalless  In early 1867, Bramall 
Lane was host to the final stages of England’s – and the 
world’s – first-ever football tournament  The Youdan Cup, a 
small silver jug, was provided by the sponsor, theatre owner 
Thomas Youdan  The tournament was played over three 
weeks under Sheffield Rules, which still involved ‘rouges’ 
as a method of scoring  These were only used in case of a 
tie  Hallam beat Norfolk from Norfolk Park, Sheffield, in 
the final  The world’s oldest football trophy remains the 
property of Hallam FC, despite going missing for several 
years before it resurfaced at an antique dealers in Scotland 
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in 1997 23 A year later, local theatre owner Oliver Cromwell 
sponsored a tournament played under Sheffield Rules, which 
The Wednesday club won in a final held at Bramall Lane  
The trophy now resides in the trophy cabinet of what is now 
Sheffield Wednesday FC 

On 14 October 1878, Bramall Lane was the scene 
of the ‘decided novelty in football – a match with the 
assistance of the electric light’, as the Sheffield Independent 
enthused 24 Floodlit football had arrived! The Monday 
night match was arranged between two sides picked by the 
Sheffield Football Association with one side captained by 
Sheffield mayor William Clegg and the other by his brother, 
Charles, both of whom had been capped by England  The 
referee was W  Peirce Dix of the Sheffield FA, who would 
oppose professionalism in the coming decade  Electric light 
was a relatively new technology, and John Tasker, a local 
businessman, derived the idea to promote the commercial 
use of electricity  Tasker built a wooden stage, around ten 
metres high, on each corner of the ground, each of which 
hosted a lamp and reflector  They were powered by engines 
behind each goal that drove two Siemens dynamo machines, 
one for each lamp  Newspaper reports state that the total 
power equalled 8,000 candles at the cost of 3½d per light per 
hour  The result was ‘brilliant and effective’  25 While 12,000 
tickets were sold, many thousands scrambled for vantage 
points to view this historic match, with an estimated 20,000 
people watching the game  Floodlights would not become 
a regular fixture in English football until the 1950s, when 
Portsmouth FC became the first club to host a Football 
League match under lights 26

The Wednesday club had been using Bramall Lane 
before moving to its own ground  By the late 1880s, Bramall 
Lane’s owners decided it needed a club to keep the money 
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coming in during the winter months  The committee of 
the Sheffield United Cricket Club met at the offices of club 
secretary Joseph Wostinholm at 10 Norfolk Row, Sheffield, 
on 22 March 1889 and agreed to form a new football club 
for the 1889/90 season  Newspaper advertisements appeared 
around Sheffield that week inviting professional players to 
submit their testimonials  Sheffield United Football Club 
is the oldest ‘United’ in world football, and Bramall Lane 
is the oldest ground in the world to still host professional 
football 

Sheffield United also fielded the world’s first black 
professional footballer  Arthur Wharton was born in the 
Gold Coast – modern-day Ghana – and as a 19-year-
old moved to England to train as a missionary in 1882  
Despite his extraordinary pace – Wharton ran 100 metres 
in ten seconds at Stamford Bridge in 1886 – the all-
rounder excelled in goal  He signed for Preston North End, 
then moved to Yorkshire with Rotherham Town, before 
becoming legendary goalkeeper William ‘Fatty’ Foulkes’s 
understudy at Sheffield United  Wharton never settled at 
any club and, following retirement from football in 1902, 
worked in a colliery  He died penniless in 1930 and was laid 
to rest in an unmarked grave  Wharton remained largely 
forgotten until 1997, but he has since received a headstone 
and his story appears in the National Football Museum 
in Manchester  Sheffield United would also make history 
on 22 January 1927 away to Arsenal at Highbury  This is 
when the BBC’s Henry Blythe Thornhill Wakelam, himself 
a former Harlequins rugby player, delivered the world’s first 
radio football commentary operating out of a wooden hut  
A numbered grid system was devised to help listeners follow 
play around the pitch, giving rise – some argue – to the 
phrase ‘back to square one’ 27
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The pioneers of women’s football 
Things started to really accelerate for the women’s game in 
Britain after the London 2012 Olympics  In that tournament, 
Team GB’s women’s team played to a full house at Wembley 
and beat Brazil 1-0  I was there and the atmosphere was 
fantastic  Three years later, England’s performance finishing 
third in the 2015 Women’s World Cup marked another 
milestone and, by 2019, the women’s game received record 
TV viewing numbers during the World Cup in France  In 
2017, Lewes FC in Sussex became the first professional or 
semi-professional team in the UK to pay its women’s team 
players the same as their male counterparts  It marked the 
latest inroads for the women’s game in England, whose early 
success was stifled by a Football Association ban in 1921  
However, it was not in England but Scotland that Britain’s 
first female football team was founded  The suffragette 
Helen Matthews, who played under the pseudonym ‘Mrs 
Graham’, founded Mrs Graham’s XI in Stirling in 1881  The 
first recorded women’s football match was between a team 
from Scotland and a team from England at Easter Road, 
Edinburgh, which resulted in a 3-0 win for the Scots  An 
editorial in Scotland from May 1881 sums up the attitude of 
many men in the country at the time, describing the women’s 
match in Edinburgh as ‘women’s rights with a vengeance … 
we want no such importations here’ 28 The team had created 
enough interest to attract at least 400 paying customers  A 
good few hundred more than that jumped the fence for its 
next match at the Shawfield Grounds in Rutherglen Bridge, 
near Glasgow, the following week  With the game goalless 
after 55 minutes the ‘rougher element’ of the crowd broke 
the rope and invaded the pitch, forcing the police to charge 
with batons and rescue the players  Players were ‘hissed’ at by 
the crowd when the police escorted them from the ground 29
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Women persevered nevertheless and in 1895 the British 
Ladies Football Club was founded with Mary Hutson – 
who also played under the wonderful pseudonym, Nettie 
Honeyball – as its captain  Honeyball made the teams’ kits 
herself  One was dark and light blue, the other red and white  
The teams were made up mostly from London and surrounds 
and included a mixture of married and single young women 
of independent means  Honeyball received a mixed response 
by mail, some in favour, some opposed and one so very 
offensive that Honeyball handed it over to the police  The 
first match at Crouch End between Honeyball’s ‘North’ 
and the ‘South’ attracted a huge crowd, was 60 minutes in 
length and ended 7-1 to the North  The event drew criticism 
from The Sketch, which described the spectacle as a ‘huge 
farce’ and women as unsuited to the rough and tumble of 
the football field, concluding that ‘as a public entertainment 
it is to be deplored’ 30 Yet the British Ladies Football Club 
drew support from a wide cross-section of society  Its patron 
was the aristocrat Lady Florence Dixie, many of its members 
were middle class and it included Britain’s first black female 
footballer, Emma Clarke  In December 2019, Clarke was 
honoured with a blue plaque in Crouch End where she and 
her sister Florence also played football 31

Women’s sport was growing by the 1890s  The All 
England Lawn Tennis and Croquet Club had opened its 
annual championships to women in 1884, seven years 
after the first men’s singles tournament  Cycling was also 
a popular pursuit for women in the 1890s and was a key 
mode of transport for the suffragettes  The First World War 
provided a brief moment in the limelight for the women’s 
game  With so many men – including many professional 
footballers – away in the trenches, women had picked up 
the mantle on the land and on the factory floor  Alfred 
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Frankland of the Dick, Kerr munitions factory in Preston 
observed women working at the plant hosting kickabouts 
during breaks  These impromptu games were arranged 
by a worker named Grace Sibbert, and in 1917 Frankland 
suggested to Sibbert that the women form a football team  
He even arranged for the ‘Dick, Kerr Ladies FC’ to play 
a Christmas Day charity match at Preston North End’s 
Deepdale ground to raise money for wounded soldiers 

A crowd of more than 10,000 turned up to watch the 
Dick, Kerr Ladies take on a women’s team from Coulthard’s 
Foundry  Unlike the British Ladies’ team of the previous 
century, Dick, Kerr and Coulthard’s were dressed as men 
would have been, with shorts, long shirts and socks, but 
with matching hats  Corsets were barred 32 There was 
no derision from the watching local newspapermen this 
time, with the Lancashire Evening Post praising the ladies’ 
combination play 33 Dick, Kerr Ladies beat Coulthard’s 4-0 
and raised more than £600 for the wounded – £50,000 in 
modern money  The team received training from former 
Preston North End players, including ‘Invincibles’ member 
Bob Holmes, and were playing sometimes twice a week at 
exhibition games across the country  Despite the end of 
the war and many of the women losing their jobs as men 
returned from the front, the Dick, Kerr Ladies continued 
to play  In 1920, a then record crowd for a women’s game 
saw Dick, Kerr Ladies beat a French team 2-0  And on 
Boxing Day 1920 they drew a crowd of more than 50,000 
to Goodison Park for a match against St  Helens Ladies, 
raising £3,000 for disabled soldiers  Again, the Preston team 
triumphed 4-0 

One year later, however, the FA dealt a blow to women’s 
football that would set it back for decades, saying that the 
game was ‘quite unsuitable’ for women and requesting 
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its members refuse access to their grounds for women’s 
matches 34 That blanket ban, based apparently on doctors’ 
concerns over the future fertility of female players, meant that 
grounds like Preston North End’s Deepdale and Everton’s 
Goodison Park could no longer host women’s matches  The 
ban would last half a century until lifted in 1971 

Belinda Scarlett is a curator at the National Football 
Museum in Manchester  She tells me that the Dick, Kerr 
Ladies were among the most well known and successful of 
the women’s munitions teams that started playing during 
the First World War  ‘Then in 1921, the FA brings in its 
restrictions arguing that football is unsuitable for women, 
and that really changes the course of women’s football going 
forward,’ she explains  ‘It’s very difficult to look at the FA 
ban in isolation  It was a result of many factors, including 
society’s attitude towards what women could or should do in 
the 1920s  This was obviously just post-war and there were 
concerns that men that had returned from the war weren’t 
able to fulfil their previous role in society and that women 
should make way and go back to what they were doing before 
the war ’ Scarlett adds that the FA did not have control over 
the women’s game, so this was also a potential contributing 
factor to the ban  Both on and off the pitch, the Dick, Kerr 
Ladies dressed and acted like modern, independent women, 
Scarlett explains  

Dick, Kerr Ladies – once the unofficial England team 
and regarded as the greatest women’s team ever – played on 
until 1965, but we will never know what might have been 
for the women’s game in England had it never been banned  
In 2017, to mark the centenary of the Dick, Kerr Ladies’ 
first charity match, a wall mural was unveiled at Deepdale 
based on an iconic photograph of the team  The ladies stand 
in a line in the goalmouth, each with their hands on the 
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shoulders of the woman in front  In the same year, a blue 
plaque was unveiled by Valerie Conn, a founding player’s 
granddaughter, at the Dick, Kerr factory building  In 2019, 
to coincide with the FIFA Women’s World Cup in France, 
the National Football Museum unveiled a statue of the Dick, 
Kerr Ladies’ prolific goalscorer, Lily Parr, who netted more 
than 980 goals over a 32-year career  It is the first statue ever 
created of a woman footballer 35 The female pioneers’ legacy 
is finally being recognised and built on 

The evangelists: football clubs on tour
With the game firmly established in the motherland, 
English clubs started touring Europe in the last decade of 
the 19th century to spread the game and help the fledgling 
clubs abroad to develop  Clapton FC of East London was the 
first to play on the continent, thrashing Belgium’s pioneer 
club Antwerp 8-1 in 1890  Three years later, they returned, 
to win by seven goals again  Cambridge University also 
travelled to Belgium in 1893, beating a Brussels FA team 
3-0  Tunbridge Wells FC played three games in Brussels 
and one in Bruges in 1896, winning all four handsomely  
The most famous touring side of all, however, can also now 
be found playing in the lower tiers of the English football 
league system 

It’s a clear September night in the suburbs of South 
London  The mellow golden sun makes silhouettes of the 
skeletal floodlights of the War Memorial Sports Ground, 
home of Carshalton Athletic  In the small crowd of 225 is a 
dedicated group of visiting supporters with apparently more 
banners than actual fans  Among them is a Brazilian flag and 
messages in Portuguese, including Camisa 12 (Twelfth man) 
and Obrigado por fazer parte da nossa história (Thank you for 
being part of our history)  These are the fans of Corinthian-
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Casuals, a club formed by merger in 1939 but with roots 
that go far deeper  The Corinthians’ legacy is probably 
better known for inspiring the eponymous São Paulo club, 
who became champions of South America by winning the 
Copa Libertadores in 2012  Corinthian Football Club was 
formed in 1882 by Football Association representatives, 
including Nicholas Lane ‘Pa’ Jackson  He had been assistant 
honorary secretary of the Football Association  The FA 
was keen to develop an amateur team that could take on 
and beat Scotland in the model of Queen’s Park, whose 
passing combination and knowledge of each other’s game 
had enabled them to play England off the park  England 
only beat Scotland once in the entire 1880s  Corinthians’ 
tours became legendary  On an early tour of the north of 
England in December 1884, Corinthians thrashed FA Cup 
holders Blackburn Rovers 8-1 in front of 10,000 spectators  
Corinthians played seven games in eight days on its northern 
tour as the age of professionalism closed in 

The amateurs were living through a sea change in the 
sport  When Blackburn Olympic beat the Old Etonians 
in the 1883 FA Cup Final, the power shifted away finally 
from the gentleman amateurs  In 1885, football had turned 
professional, and in 1888 the Football League kicked off 
without any of the original amateur pioneer clubs  Yet the 
FA, which accepted professionalism after much heated 
debate, was still run by public-school men, and in 1886 
nine Corinthians represented England against Scotland in a 
3-0 defeat at Hamilton Crescent, Glasgow  In both 1894 and 
1895, all 11 men representing England against Wales were 
Corinthian FC players  In July 1897, Corinthians toured 
South Africa, its first overseas tour  Playing 23 matches over 
almost two months, the tourists won 21, drew twice and 
scored 113 goals to just 15 against  The team returned in 
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1903, winning 22 of 25 matches, drawing two and facing 
its first overseas defeat to Durban – 1-0 

The public schools that adopted Association rules still 
played a leading role in football in the 1880s  Just one year 
after Corinthian FC was founded, Casuals FC was formed 
as a feeder club for the Corinthians  The Casuals fielded five 
teams, meaning they could source more players and, unlike 
Corinthians, entered competitions and in 1905 became 
founding members of the Isthmian League  During the 
1890s, Corinthians were graced by sporting legends  One 
was the 17-year-old Charles Miller in 1892, who would later 
be credited with introducing football to Brazil  Miller was 
a last-minute stand-in for Corinthians against Hampshire 
in a side that included the sporting all-rounder, Charles 
Burgess (C B ) Fry, who was the same age  Fry is best known 
for his illustrious cricketing career, where he captained 
England for six unbeaten Tests, winning four and drawing 
two  He scored two centuries in his 26-Test international 
career and notched up more than 30,000 first-class runs in 
total  In athletics, he equalled the world record for the long 
jump (7 176m)  Fry had played football at Repton School, 
which had a strong reputation in the Association game, 
and established himself as a formidable and pacy defender  
By 16, he was playing in the FA Cup for Casuals, before 
captaining Oxford University and joining Corinthian FC in 
1891  Like Miller, he would later turn out for Southampton 
FC – albeit as an amateur – for two years, helping the club 
win the Southern League and make the FA Cup Final  In 
1901 he played his one and only England match as full-back 
against Ireland, which was held at Southampton  In the 
1880s, Corinthians fielded brothers A M  and P M  Walters, 
who were nicknamed ‘Morning’ and ‘Afternoon’ according 
to their initials 
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In 1904, Corinthians smashed Manchester United 11-3, 
still the Red Devils’ biggest-ever defeat  During the course 
of this book, we will see Corinthians’ impact on the nascent 
game in several countries, nowhere more so than Brazil, 
which the club toured at Miller’s behest in 1910  The club 
provided 86 members of the England team – which no other 
club surpassed until Tottenham Hotspur in the 21st century 
– and 16 captains, more than any club  Nearly a century 
and a half after its foundation, Corinthian-Casuals remains 
true to its roots  Corinthian-Casuals’ community manager 
is John Forrest  ‘At their inception in 1882, the Corinthians’ 
aim was to attract the best amateur footballers in England 
in an effort to improve the fortunes of the national team 
who, at the time, were regularly being beaten by Scotland,’ 
he explains  ‘That’s a pretty ambitious mission statement 
to say the least! It’s also fair to say that the plan worked 
and for the first 30 years or so of the club’s existence, they 
were justifiably considered to be the best football club in the 
world ’ Forrest continues: ‘Today, our continued adherence to 
the ethos of amateurism obviously means that our ambitions 
are rather more modest! However, we are still the highest 
ranked amateur club in the country competing as we do in 
an otherwise entirely semi-professional league  Although 
the club’s heyday is a distant memory, we believe that the 
“Corinthian Spirit” of fair play and sportsmanship still has 
a vital role to play in the development of young people and 
we try to instil those virtues through our youth system both 
on and off the field of play ’

The Association rules game goes global
By the turn of the 20th century, the Association game had 
put down roots in most corners of the world  There was a 
professional season in the United States and cross-national 
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tournaments in South America in the 1890s  The foundation 
of the Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) 
in Paris in May 1904 signalled a sea change in the way the 
game would be run outside Britain  Initially resistant, the 
Football Association declined to participate in FIFA, only to 
recognise it officially in April 1905  This was thanks mainly 
to the diplomatic efforts of Baron Édouard de Laveleye from 
Belgium’s governing body, the Union Belge des Sociétés de 
Sports Athlétiques (UBSSA) 

From then on until the 1920s, when debates around 
professionalism and a reticence to cooperate with the 
Germans in the bitter aftermath of the First World War 
soured the waters, the FA was a constructive FIFA partner  
Blackburn-born administrator Daniel Burley Woolfall 
succeeded French founder Robert Guérin as FIFA’s 
president in 1906 until his death in October 1918  Woolfall 
was instrumental in arranging the 1908 Olympic football 
tournament at White City, London, where Great Britain 
– essentially an English amateur side – won the gold 
medal  Great Britain retained gold at the 1912 Olympics in 
Stockholm  The country had won the first football gold on 
offer at the Olympics in 1900 in Paris, where Great Britain 
was represented by the amateur side Upton Park  The FA was 
still influential, but its game had gone global  The pioneers 
were taking the game to the world, forming new football 
cultures and moulding new identities 

The pioneer clubs today
Sheffield FC may not have achieved the heights enjoyed 
by its more illustrious professional neighbours, United and 
Wednesday, but its legacy as the world’s first club remains  
The club’s badge has always retained a nod to its Victorian 
roots  In its current guise, the central shield is split into two 
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black and two dark red checks, its current colours, with 
‘Sheffield FC’ emblazoned across it  In the top-left black 
quadrant is the year of foundation, 1857, while an old sewn 
football sits in the bottom-right black quadrant  Either 
side of the shield stand two players  On the left stands a 
moustached man from the founder era holding his Victorian 
ball and dressed in a blue cap, blue jersey, white long johns 
and knee-high blue socks  To the right, the modern player 
is dressed in red, sporting a contemporary ball and haircut  
Under the shield and players reads the proud statement: The 
World’s First Football Club 

In 2004, FIFA awarded the club with its Centennial 
Order of Merit for its contributions to football  The only 
other club to share this distinction is the world’s most 
successful club, Real Madrid  Three years later, Pelé was 
guest of honour at Bramall Lane in a match between 
Sheffield FC and Inter Milan to mark the club’s 150th 
anniversary  Chairman Richard Tims has been invited all 
over the world as an ambassador of the world’s oldest club 
and even addressed the famous Yellow Wall at Borussia 
Dortmund’s Westfalenstadion  Mementoes of Sheffield 
FC’s early trophies and subsequent fame adorn a modest 
members’ room at the Coach & Horses ground  I poked 
my head in prematch and the weight of history feels almost 
too much for that small space  Sheffield FC stayed amateur 
while across town The Wednesday went professional and 
Sheffield United was formed as a professional club, even 
borrowing players from Sheffield FC to get them started  

‘Creswick and Prest wrote the Sheffield Rules of football 
to keep themselves fit for cricket  These were gentlemen who 
didn’t need to derive an income from sports; they did it for 
the love of the game,’ Tims told me  ‘Professionalism rose to 
prominence with the formation of the football league [1888], 
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and Sheffield FC got left behind  Although in the 1870s and 
1880s the amateur game was still considered as good as the 
professional game, by the turn of the century, you’ve seen what’s 
happened now,’ he adds  Instead, the club proposed the creation 
of a cup competition specifically for amateur sides and in the 
1903/04 season won the FA Amateur Cup  The club finished 
runners-up in the FA Vase Final in 1977 to Billericay Town 
and has reached the FA Cup fourth round on two occasions  
In 2009, Charles W  Alcock’s Wanderers was reformed by 
enthusiasts in London 122 years after the original club folded  
After football’s earliest years in London, the Midlands and the 
North, it’s to Glasgow that football moved next 
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